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Credit by Examination and the Professional
Development of Vocational Education Teachers1

G. Emerson Tully
Director,of Research Services

State University System of Florida

paper reports a study that sought to determine the impact of credit

by examination on the professional development of vocational education teachers

in Florida.2 Begun in 1975 and completed 18 months later, the Study waS

essentially a comparison of the professional growth of vocational edUcatdon

teachers who used their sco es from the General Exam±nations of the College

Level Examinations Frog am (CLEF) to pursue further con ge study with the,
_

professional growth of teachers who did not use their CLEF scores for such a

purpose. Indicators of professional growth used in the study were changes in

level of teaching certification, degreesearned, and salary increases received.

To give perapective to the design, procedure, and results of the impact

\

study reported in this paper, a brief review of the special program of testing

that provided vocational teachers in Florida -ith'an opportunity to earn credit

by examination must first be presented. This review will include a statement

of the options open to the vocational teachers over a30-month.period to improve,

themselves,profeasionally,by using credit by examination test scores. The-

following Summary of the administration of the CLEF tests-to v -ational educati n

.teachers is extracted from a report of the testing program (Tully, 1973).

1This research was supported by a grant from.the Division.of Vocational

Education, Joe D. Mills, Director, Florida State Department of Education. The

1972-73 administration of the College-Level Examination Program to vocational

education teachers in Florida was supported jointly by the:Division of

Vocational Education and the College Entrance Examination Board.-

2Presented at the American Educational Research Association Annual
ing, April 6, 1977, New York City.
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e 1972-73 Credit By Examination

In 1972-73, the General Examinations of the College-Level Examination

Program (CLEP) were administered to 730 vo ational education teachers in Flor da.

The number of vocational education teachers tested approximated a 17 percent

sample of the total population of vocational teachers In Florida. The sample

was a str tified one, composed of teachers Who did not have the baccalaureate,

teachers with the badcalaureate, and, teachers with degrees beyond the baccalau-

reate. Teachers who took the tests also completed a questionnaire which

contained items requiring the teachers to report teaching rank (level of

certification), highest degree earned, salary, and career expectations. The

basic purpose of this testing was to gather n ormation needed to explore the

suitability of the CLEF Generalj Examinations as an admissions battery for

vocational education teachers to undergraduate and beginning graduate programs

_f atudy in vocational education in ehe public universities of Florida.

Specifically, the objectives of the 1972-73 administration of the CLEP

General Examinations in Florida were twofold: (a) to determine the test

performance of vocational education teachers with different levels of educa-

tion (less than the baccalaureate, baccalaureate, and master's degree) on the

General Examinations and to construct test norms according to the level of

formal education attained, and (b): to assess the impact of taking the CLEP

-ts and the imparting of test performance to the examinees on their career

expectations.

To encouragE vocational education teachers selected in the sample to

report fer testing, teachers who did not have the baccalaureate degree were

assured that they could use their scares to obtain undergraduate credit

provided they met th cutoffs for earning,credit by examination established

by the institution of higher lea which they were seeking the
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baccalaureate degree and to use the CLEP as an undergraduate admissions

battery. Vocational education teachers who held the baccalaureate at the

time they were tested were advised that they could use their scores for

admission to a -aster's leVdI study in lieu of the Aptitude Test of the

General Record Examinati _s (GRE) if they met a recommended cutoff to be

established after CLEF norms foi the teachers were developed. -There were

similar rewards offered to vocational education teachers with degrees beyond

the baccalaureate; these teachers were ged ro take th2 tests as a means to

assess their knowledge of the broad areas of the humanItIes Covered by the

CLEF General ExamInations, and to identify possible refresher courses in which

they might wish to enroll.

The que tionnaire administered to the vocational educe ion teachers when

they-took the CLEF tests In 1972-73 also included items relating- to,career

expectations. An investig tioa of the changes in the educational and occupa-

tional aspirations of vocational education teachers associated with participatiot

of the t achers in the testing program and also in the self-evaluations formed

by the teachers af er learning of theiy test porfo _ance was -mad_ by a researcher

on the ct staff. .The results of this atudy, available in tentative form_ .

in. 1975, indicated that there were no changes in aspiration level of the teachers

1

ssoctated either with. :pa ticipation in the t--ting program of the subjective

estimations arrived at by the teachers after being ,iven their test scores

(McOnat, 1976). McOunt findings that the occupat onal and educational

aspirations of teachers were not Affected either by the teacher' taking the

CLEF' tests or by learning of their test performance led.him to emphasize the

need for further inquiries into the dynamics of teacher behavior. The impact

study being reported in this paper, by -associating the use made of CLEP scores

with selected indicators of professional developmen as intended to contribute
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to the needed pool of res arch information relating to teacher progress toward

higher levels of preparation and growth.

macdy
In 1975, two and one-half years after the admin±stration of the CLEF tests,

an impact study was undertaken to determine whether or not the use of CLEF

scores had contributed tecthe professional development bf the teache s who had

been tested. The study was predicated on the assumption that this span of time

provided the teachers who had taken the CLEF' tests ample opportunity to use

their s es to continue a program of study in vocational education either

the bacca.aureate or ma e s level.

The CLEF tests were chosen as_the credit by examination battery in an

attempt to attract teachers who, because of' the years intervening between f

study and the taking of an admissions battery designed to measure academic

aptitude, may have baclmisgivings about enrolling in and pursuing further college

_tudy as a not-so-young adult unless reassured by good test performance on

tests designed to measure out-of-class learning. The pr spects offered to the

teachers to use their prior ff-campus learning as an index of their potential

for further- college study was meant to encourage the flow of teachers with

rela ively low certification -ank into continued classroOm study.

The initial administration of the CLEF General gxatination to the sampl--

.of vocational education teachers in 'Florida as well as tIe impact study which

is being reported in this paper, occurred in an at osphere of a growing aeeePtanc

in Florida of credit by examination as a proper strategy for the undergradu te

student to use, especially in the first two years of.college, in shortening

the tradit onal four years of study leading to6the baccalaureate degree.

Persons seeking toenter graduate study in the nine public universities

of Florida are generally asked to present scores from the Aptitude Test. of the

0
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Graduate Record Examinations to suppOrt their applications. Although vocational

teachers must pursue a program of graduate education to Attain the higher levels

of certifiCation, many persons engaged in-vocational education as a career do

not enter graduate study Until their middle or late 30's. Bet eerL1972 and 1975

most of the public universities in Florida offering mast 's level work in

vocational edUcatiou.agreed to accept a score on the General Examinati n of the

CLEF iustead of the GRE. This flexibility on the part of the gtaduate schnols .

in the State _University System of Florida, together,with the.willingness of the

'public universities in the state to award credit by examlnation on the baais_

'ofthe CLEF General Examinations, set the stage for the impact study.

Nine percent of the 730 teachers who took the-CLEF General Examination had

-a degree beyond the baccalaureate, 42 percent held the-baccalauteate, and

49 percent had not yet earned the baccalaureate. . The high proportion of teachers

who-took the CLEF test that stood to gain by_using their scores to continue

their professional development (fhe 91 percent who-had not earned eithpr the'

baccalaureate or the master's-degree) contributedto the feasibility of conducting

the impact study.,

Procedure

In 1975, up-to-date addres s-were obtained from 450 teachers out of a

total sample of 730 who took the CLEF General Examination in 1972-73. Question-

naires were sent- to the located 'teachers to ascertain if they used their CLEF

scores f(yr further college study. Teachers were asked to report changes in

teaching rank, in salary, and in highest degree earned during the time that had

passed since taking the 'CUP te s.

Primaiy -sources of data were (a ) a questionnaire administered in 1972-73

calling for subjects to report their teaching rank, highest degree earned, and

level of salary, and (b ) a followup questionnaire administered nearly three. yea
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later with the same requests for rank, degree held, and.salary as contained

in the fi- t questionnaire. Itemsasking the teachers to report the use they

had made of their CLEF scores and to give their assessment of the program that

linked professional=development to credit by examination also appeared in the

folio -13 questionnaire.

Completed questionnaires were returned. by 392 of the 450 vocational educe_ _n

teachers for whom up-to-date mailing addresses were available (an. 87 percent

return). 'Responses from all of the returned questionnaires-were used to determine

the-degree of support expressed by the teaChers fo: using CLEP scores to further

the professional development of vocational education teachers-and to ard the-

changes in the admissions policies that the universities implemented to facilitate

the admission of the teachers into degree programs of study i_. vocational edu-

cation.'

Onde the survey aspect of the analysis was completed, questionnaires returned

by the teachers in 1972=73 were paired with questionnaires obtained in the

followup impact study. Only sets of questionnaires containing responses to all

ite s relating to teaching rank, highest degree earned, and salary level were

selected for analysis. Two hundred and eighty-q-line pairs of questionnaires met

this criterion of completeness Of data.

Subjects who responded fell into two groups: (a) those who.repo-ted that

they had used -heir CLEP scores to further their professional development, and'
_

-(b)-those who reported-that they had not used their CUP scores for- such a

purpose.

Chi-square (X-
2 :as applied to the frequencies with whih teachers -n the

two -,-oups reported changes in teaching rank,' degree Status, and salary.

7



Results

Fifty-four persons reported that the CLEF testing program had aided their

professional development in that they used their test scores for college credit

or for admission to an undergraduate or graduate program of study in vocational

education. In addition to these 54 persons who reported that they had used

their CLEP scores to continue their education 56 persons said "yes" to -the

questionnaire item, "Did participation in the 1972 project aid in your profes-

sional deve1opm71nt in any waywhatsoever?" These additional 56 teachers,

however, did not indica e that they had used their CLEF scores to enter further

c liege study. Changes in the-rank, degree status, and salaries of these 56

additional teachers were not a part of the chi- qUere Analysis; only the

responses of the 54 teachers who specifically stated that they had made use of

their CLEF scores in return±ng to college study were counted in the frequencies

for th 'users" group (Table 1).

TABLE 1

OBSERVED FREQUENCIES OF TWO GROUPS AND OBTAINED X2 VALUES

Higher
De -ee

No Change
In Degree

Score Users 18 6 54 X2 4.478

Non-Users 188 235_47

65 224 -289

Score Users
1

54 12 08
_29

Non-Users 68 167 235

97 192- 289

Score Users 51 .102,

Non-Users 219. 16 235/

270 19 289
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The 54 vocational teachers who sent their CLEF test scores to colleges and

universities to obtain college-level credit or to support their applications

fOr further study attained a'higher teacher-rank with significantly greater

frequency (c( = .05) than the vetational teachers who did not make similar use

theat-test socres during the thirty-month span of time covered by the study.

Also, the group of CLEF score Asers earned higher degrees with si- ificantly

greater frequency (C = .01) than the non-users. There was no significant-

difference in the frequency with which the 54 CLEP score Users and 235 non-

users moved into higher salary brackets (Table 1).

Of the 392 vocational education teachers who retUrned questionnaires,

94 percent expressed'support _f the 1972-73 testing program and of the oppor

tunity that this test administration gave toTartitipants to use their 'CLEF

scores in entering.continued college-level study. tudorSetents of this approach.

to professional development was expressed almost uniformly by teachersi who had

made use of their test stores as well as by teachers.who were tested, but did

not seek baccalaureate credit or to become a candidate for a higher degree.

SiXty-eight percent of the respondent teachers expressed agreement with

the recommendations set fprth in 1973 for admitting vocational education teachers

into undergraduate and graduate Programs of study in Vocational educat,ion.

These recommendations, submitted to the Vice Chancellor for Academic Programs,

State University System of Florida, and impletented by five of the six public

universities pffering vocational educaCion programs, specified a total Acore

ok 2000 on the CLIP General Examinations fOr ad ission to Undergraduate study

and 2250 for admission to graduate study. All applicants were requifed to have

a minimum score,of 400 on-each of the five tests comprising the General Exami-

nations to establish eligibility for admission.

9
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Nineteen percent.o- the respondents thought these score cutoffs were too

high and 12 percent had'no opinion. Approxi_ tely one percent of the teachers

who responded voiced the opinion that the cutoffs were too low.

Discussion

The finding that there was no significant difference in the frequencies

with which the CLEF score users and non-users received salary raises stands in

contrast to the findings that the _ were significant differences in the fre-

quencies with which the two groups earned higher degrees and promotion in rank.

Salary increases, however, are more likely to be given to teachers as_a function

f their continued tenure than promotions in teaching rank. As for.the awarding

of degrees, this development almost never occurs solely as a result of prolonged

tenure. A/most everyiteacher, under today's personnel policies governing teacher

salaries, is likely to receive an increment raise in salary over a period of two
2

or three years, but will ilot be rewarded with a change in telhing rank or highest

degree held without some concerted action on his own,part.

Some vocational teachers in Florida elect to acquire competency in their

vocational areas of specialty prior to co pleting either the baccalaureate or

master's degree. Advancement in rank rarely comes to th- e teachers with

limited post-high school formal education, despite theit demonstrated competencies,

in_their specialties.

Unless(non-degree vocational education teachers are given some encouragement

to enter into further professional development, theassumption is warranted

-that substantial numbers of vocational education teachers'who acquired compe-

tency in th.eir trade or shop specialty prior to,completing degree requirements

may continue indefinitely as non-degree teachers. The relatively large number

of non-degree holders that appeared in the sample of teachers who ook the cup..
1

tests irr 1912-73 supPorts this assumption.

1 0 \
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Although misgivings about the granting of large blocks of colle e credit

on the basis of CLEP scores have been expressed (Stecher, 1977),-the reaction

of the-voCational education teaChers who were the subjects of this studyauggeSts

that they had no qualms about the CLEP haVing been used as a measure of their

out-of-class learning as adults. Certainly, the choice of CLEF as a battery

to administer to the vocational education teachers in 1972-73 was in keeping

with the intended uses of the batte y set forth in the CLEF desc iptive brochure

(Colfege Board, 1973).

No systematic effort was made to analyze the comments made by the 56

1

teachers who said that participation in the professional development program

was beneficial to . them even though.they did not submit their scores for'credit

or for admission to a degree program or study. Selected comments (favorable

and not favorable) made by the teachers, howeVer, merit review: "the tests

imp oved my self-concept;" "occasional taking of tests is good for teachers._
,

puts them on the same side as students;" "the tests caused me to continue my

education though didn't use the scores for admission;" "lie tests made me

realize how much more education I need outside of my trade;" "taking the CLEP

was a discouragement rather than incentive however; I did not study for it;"

"I have been taking occasional courses all along but did not know CLEPcredit

was available before now." "the tests pointed out my wi Imess in math and

English, which I am now working on;" "1 note that the tests were beneficial to-

some of my co-wo kera;" "the little push sent me on my way to a baccalauareate

and to a master's;" "knowing my level of knowledge and my standing among my

peers encouraged me to improve, 'the attitude of many teachers toward the

tests was 'so whae--the benefits should have been explaine:1 ziore fully;" and

"1 didn't.do Well on tests bUt now I have my degree."

- \The support for the programofprofessional development reflected by these
,

and other comments written by the, respondents on the questionnaire undergirded
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findings of significant diffarences in frequencies with which score-users and

non-score users advanced in rank and degree status.

A set of favorable conditions prevailed i- Florida during the time cove ed

by the-impact study that undoubtedly contributed to obtaining positive findings:

(a) the CLEP tests were made available to the vocational/education teachers at

no cost and were adminis ered in r near the schools in which the teachers

worked, (b) the State University System and the universities d _13 ising the

System were willing to modify their admissions standards to allow vocational

education teachers who took the CLEF tests to enter undergraduate a_d graduate

degree programs on the basis, of the CLEF General Examinations, And (d) all

institutIons of higher learning in Flo ida offering degree programs in voda-

tional education used a uniform Cutoff for granting college-leVei credit for

CLEP scores. Unless a generally similar set of circumstances prevailed else-
.

where, there is, no assurance that the high degree of association between the .

use of CLEF and-the-indicators_of professidnal development reported In this .

paper will occur.
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